


Notes on the Area Notes on the Area Notes on the Area Notes on the Area 

The A3 was one of the principal routes in Britain in the days of the stagecoach, as it linked the 
capital and the main base of the Royal Navy. Elsewhere “the Portsmouth Road's” route is 
much altered but it has passed Bolder Mere, as it does today, for many centuries. Towards the 
end of the nineteenth century this section was part of the most popular bicycle outing in 
southern England, the ride out from London to the old coaching inns of Ripley. 

The very heavily used M25 is a relative newcomer. Long in the planning, the sections here 
were among the later sections completed in the 1980s.

The Royal Horticultural Society were gifted Wisley in 1904 by a wealthy Quaker, Sir Thomas 
Hanbury. Its 240 acres of gardens are the second most visited paid entry garden in the United 
Kingdom, with a million visits a year. The gardens and laboratory employ 90 people.

William of Ockham (or Occam), an English Franciscan Friar, was born in Ockham about 1285. 
He was one of the first to say that the authority of rulers derives from the people they govern. 
He gave his name to the philosophical principle called “Occam's razor”. 

There is a controversial proposal to build 2,000 houses on the disused Wisley airfield just to 
the south.

On 19 July 2006, the hottest temperature ever recorded in the month of July in the United 
Kingdom was recorded at Wisley. It was 36.5°C. 

Terrain & Course NotesTerrain & Course NotesTerrain & Course NotesTerrain & Course Notes

Please expect to get your feet very wet, or wear Wellingtons. Runners on 
all courses, including white and yellow, are likely to encounter very wet 
conditions in one or two places on their course.  (Photo: National Cross-
Country 2011.)

Map 1:10000, 5m contours, A4. The black cross indicates a hide.

The commons are heathery heath and natural woodland with many paths and some stretches 
of metalled road. There are many ditches, some slopes, and some areas where going is more 
difficult. In general, please note
1) You will come across small unmapped paths and ditches.
2) Some areas mapped as rough open have a lot of young birch about the same height (up to 
about 3m) in each patch. This is because birch readily self seeds on the Commons and areas 
are cleared in rotation by the Trust.

The A3 separates Wisley Common to the north-west and Ockham Common to the south-east. 
The A3 is a motorway in all but name, and so uncrossable, except by two wide bridges. The 
M25, also uncrossable except by bridge, splits Wisley in two, a small northern part from the 
larger main area to the south. 

All coursesAll coursesAll coursesAll courses

The start and finish are close together on the main part of Wisley. 

Registration, enquiries and download is between the car park and the start. You can leave 
clothing, at your own risk, in a area by the start. 
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The event uses SportIdent electronic punching. Please collect hired dibbers at registration.

Courses close at 2pm.

CourseCourseCourseCourse StartStartStartStart DistanceDistanceDistanceDistance ClimbClimbClimbClimb ControlsControlsControlsControls Prize CategoriesPrize CategoriesPrize CategoriesPrize Categories

Full Blood 10:30 16.1km 110m 37 M20, M21, M35, M40

Half Blood 10:30 11.8 km 90m 30 M18, M45, M50, W20, W21, W35

Very Nearly an Armful 10:30 8.2 km 60m 28 M16, M55, M60, 
W18, W40, W45, W50

Green 10-12 5.2 km 50m 16 M65, M70, W16, W55, W60

Short Green 10-12 3.7 km 40m 15 M14, M75+, W14, W65, W70+

Orange 10-12 3.4 km 25m 11 M12, W12

Yellow 10-12 2.5 km 25m 10 M10, W10

White 10-12 1.6 km 25m 14
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Full Blood, Half Blood, Very Nearly an Armful coursesFull Blood, Half Blood, Very Nearly an Armful coursesFull Blood, Half Blood, Very Nearly an Armful coursesFull Blood, Half Blood, Very Nearly an Armful courses

Control descriptions are on the map, only. They obscure the map legend.

The full blood course has more than 30 controls. Most runners on this course will need to 
borrow a large capacity SI card from us - please do so at registration.

The half blood and very nearly an armful courses also have a lot of controls but within the 
capacity of standard SI cards. Please try not to punch too many extra controls as you go round!

We are managing the start differently this year. All three courses are starting together at 
10:30. It will be a little crowded, rather like a park run or other running race. This may slightly 
check the early speed of some of you, but please be understanding. You can get up to full speed 
very shortly and the courses are long and tough so you can make it up.

We are pre-allocating runner numbers after the last online entry date (27th). Runners should 
check the lists we will post at the event and pick up their Tyvek number and pins at the start. 
Your maps will be laid out in numerical order on the ground in the start pen, with lower 
numbers at the front and higher numbers at the back. Very low numbers are allocated based 
on last year's results, but mostly we will base numbers on the ranking list. 

Please clear your dibber and enter the start pen between 10:20 and 10:25 checking your dibber 
as you enter. Go to your map, which will be face down with your number written on the back. 
Please leave it on the ground until we say so.  Say hello to those standing next to you. Take 
care with any violent warming up stretches as there will be a lot of people about. You can keep 
on extra layers of clothing until the last minute and then pass them out of the pen and we will 
put them in the adjacent clothing dump.

Shortly before the start we will ask you to pick up your map, but please do not look at it until 
the start.

The mass start courses all require one or more controls to be visited more than once, with 
other controls visited between times. Runners should take care to visit all the controls in the 
exact order shown on their map, which will not be the same as many other runners.

The full blood and half blood include a map exchange. After the last control on the first part 
please follow tapes to a “map drop” and then on to collect your second part. It is important you 
take the right map, because the maps are not all the same.

The first half courses to the map exchange for the full blood are not exactly the same length, 
but it will all balance out by the finish.

Green, Short Green, OrangeGreen, Short Green, OrangeGreen, Short Green, OrangeGreen, Short Green, Orange

There will be loose control descriptions in the start lane. They are printed on the map too, 
obscuring the legend in the case of the green course.

The green course crosses the M25.

We have pre-allocated times for pre-entries in accordance with preferences. You may use these 
if you want - it is a punching start. Each minute the start team will give precedence to the 
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runner with that start time, but if they are not there then anyone can go. There will however 
be very few unallocated slots on the Green course until after 11:30.

The first starts are at 10 and the last at 12. We will suspend the start for a few minutes from 
10:25 whilst the loop race start takes place. 

When you start, punch the start control and then pick up your map from the appropriate box.

Yellow, WhiteYellow, WhiteYellow, WhiteYellow, White

Maps for these courses will be available in the start box and you may stay in the box looking 
at the map for as long as you like. Do not forget to punch when you do start. 

Control descriptions (IOF symbols) are on the map and will also be loose in the start lane.

The first starts are at 10 and the last at 12. We will suspend the start for a few minutes from 
10:25 whilst the loop race start takes place. 

We want you to start on the right path and will have a few happy and sad face notices to 
assist. These might amuse other runners as everyone is starting in the same place.

The first path may be very wet underfoot. It has been suggested that this aspect of the course 
may be more popular with juniors than with seniors. Whatever, please expect to get your feet 
very wet, or wear Wellingtons.

We will have a small something at download for younger juniors tackling these courses.

STOP PRESSSTOP PRESSSTOP PRESSSTOP PRESS

Green course full   Green course full   Green course full   Green course full   Information added 9pm Sunday 23rd 

We have more entries than expected on the green course over this weekend (thankyou) so the 
course is currently showing full on Fabian4. We are ordering more maps, and expect to re-open 
the course to entries (and to entry changes for anyone who entered a second choice.)
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SAFETYSAFETYSAFETYSAFETY

As you know you are responsible for your own safety. 

It is a good idea to carry a whistle, and to wear a cagoule if the weather is very bad.

The main hazard is traffic. The A3 and M25 must only be crossed by the bridges and the maps 
show this. Short green, orange, yellow, white do not cross either road.

The loop races cross some minor roads as well the main roads. Please take care.Please take care.Please take care.Please take care. Particularly 
note that one of the A3 bridges requires crossing Wisley Lane (the road you turned onto as you 
turned off the A3) near the A3 and traffic is thus often very fast. Stop if necessary. Do watch 
out at all crossings, looking in both directions and running along the roads as little as possible.

We will check runners as they start, and worry about anyone who doesn't come back to 
download by the course closing time of 2pm. Please do not cause us to mount an unnecessary 
search. Runners travelling alone are invited to leave their key at download, or to leave a note 
of their club on their car's dashboard, or on their cycle. 

There is no formal first aid cover, but there will be a kit at download.

HospitalsHospitalsHospitalsHospitals

Woking NHS Walk-in Centre 
Woking Community Hospital 
Heathside Road 
Woking 
GU22 7HS 

A&E: St Peter’s Hospital 
Guildford Road 
Chertsey  
KT16 0PZ

A & E: The Royal Surrey County Hospital 
Egerton Road 
Guildford 
GU2 7XX  
 
A & E: Epsom Hospital
Dorking Road, 
Epsom,
KT18 7EG 

Officials

Controller: Mike Murray
Planner: Simon Moss
Organisers: Paul Street, Melanie Hilton
SI Manager: Pete Huzan
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